SNOW]VIASS WESTERN HERITAGE ASSOCIATION

February 25,TOZL

Bill Madsen, Mayor
Bob Sirkus
Alyssa Shenk
Tom Goode
Tom Fridstein
Dear Snowmass Village Town Council:
Snowmass Western Heritage Association ("SWHA") formally withdraws its support for the
Master Plan for the Snowmass Village Town Park. SWHA withdraws its support for two
reasons:

1)
2)

SWHA's request for a more permanent, attractive multi-purpose facility and
SWHA's desire as community members and partners with TOSV to follow the Town
Snowmass Village's Comprehensive Plan for the Entrance to Snowmass Village.

of

SWHA's support for the Town Park Master Plan in its February L0, 2021 letter was based on
representations that the Town was open to considering a more permanent structure that could

be used for a variety of purposes and provide a more attractive entrance to Snowmass Village
than the current proposal featuring more paved parking and a 5800,000 maintenance facility.
(SWHA is fully supportive of the Wetlands improvements)
However, recent communications from the Town indicate they are planning to use the existing
grandstands on the new maintenance facility in the "near term". This is unacceptable to SWHA
for a number of reasons. First, modifying the existing grandstands to fit atop the new
maintenance facility subjects SWHA to potential unwanted liability because such
reconfiguration risks compromising the structural integrity of these older grandstands. Second,
pushing the design and commitment to a more permanent structure into the future does not
give confidence that the Town of Snowmass is committed to the role SWHA rodeo plays as an
important and integral part of the Town's resort and community character.
The Comprehensive Plan designates the Town Park as the entryway to Snowmass Village and
provides guidance on the design of the Town Park:
a

a

The Town Park should maintain and/or improve the Welcome Center, rodeo grounds and an
event center.
Relocated and redesigned Rodeo Ground facilities should be considered with accompanying
paddocks and bleachers that would act as a multi-use facility that could be used for the rodeo and
other events in the summer as well as ice skating in the winter.

The POSTR plan recommendations should be followed with "multi-use" emphasis on all capital
improvements.
a

Although more parking is needed in this area, caution should be taken to not "pave paradise", but
instead consider providing innovative parking solutions that could also accommodate needed
recreational uses.

The proposed Master Plan makes no reference to the Comprehensive Plan.
SWHA requests more time to pursue collaborative efforts with the Town for more concrete
design plans for a permanent, attractive multi-purpose entrance to Snowmass Village. We are
asking the council for its support and to give direction to town staff to develop more

comprehensive design plans. The current one-dimensional layout before Council and approved
by SWHA is insufficient to support a considered decision because the appearance of the rodeo
grounds is equally as important to the success of the Rodeo as it is for fully appreciating the
impact of proposed designs at the entrance to the Town.
SWHA has begun discussions with staff and hopes to continue these discussions. SWHA

submits the attached three-dimensional representations showing the entrance and structure
designs that feature roofs and gateways as possible alternatives to landscaping. Also attached is
a list of possible events for a multi-purpose facility.
SWHA plans on holding rodeos (the exact number unknown at this time) this summer in
compliance with COVID 1-9 regulations in place at the time. SWHA believes the rodeo is good

for the resort and the spirit of the local community.

Thank you for your consideration.

Snowmass Western Heritage Association Board N/embers

Jim Snyder, Robert de Wetter, Markey Butler & Jamie Knowlton

If we had a permanent arena structure so many of these events these would be held
in the spectator area.
Team ropings and barrel racing
Ranch rodeo
Concerts
Weddings
Bicycle racing arena- hills banks jumps kids and adults
Car shows
Farmer market and art fair
Circus's
fob fair
Horse shows
Square dancing
Auctions
American ninja warriors training center
Bounce houses petting zoo for kids party's
UFC

fight

Roller hockey
Field hockey
Renaissance f'estival
Battle of the bands
Chili cook off
Haunted house
Game night fund raiser
BBQ contest
Gala event
Beer and wine festivals
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